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1. Purpose 
 
“Part Flavors” are a means of describing the grammatical properties of parts.  
Specifically, this is introduced as a means of describing parts that encode peptides (CDS 
parts), but there may be value to extrapolating the concept to other types of parts.  A CDS 
part flavor is intended to address the problem of how to precisely describe compositions 
of parts that differ by the presence of 5’ and 3’ spacers, presence or absence of start 
codons, stop codons, and ribosome binding sites, etc.  The goal is to be able to describe 
these in such a way that grammar-based software tools (such as Genocad or Eugene) 
could register the grammatical equivalence of two parts.  This facilitates automated 
design strategies in which an abstract device (such as promoter.rbs.CDS.terminator) can 
be instantiated to grammatically correct compositions (such as 
r0040.b0034.E0040.b0015).  The concept is an extension of RFC 13 which proposes to 
describe CDS parts as “head,” “internal,” “special,” or “tail” domains.  The difference is 
a little subtle, it has nothing to do with what the part encodes per se, but rather seeks to 
distinguish the translation-related properties of the encoded part and separate them into 
grammatically-equivalent categories, and in so doing allows for there being more 
“flavors” of part that can exist (and already do exist).   
I describe the concept here since we’ve been using this concept for the past 2 
years or so, and there are already a number of parts whose descriptions are written with 
the flavor notations described herein in the Registry.  This document serves as a guide to 
interpreting the codes.  This may also be of value to others as a means of distinguishing 
their different types of parts. 
 
2. Relation to other BBF RFCs 
 
Primarily this is an extension of RFC 13.  It is most relevant to assembly 
composition standards that are designed to facilitate the construction of fusion proteins 
(RFCs 3, 14, 21, 23, probably others.).  It could also be incorporated into data models and 
data sharing strategies. 
 
3. Copyright Notice 
 
Copyright (C) The BioBricks Foundation (2010). All Rights Reserved. 
 
4. The problem 
When constructing CDS parts, it is often valuable to place a sequence other than an ORF 
(with start and stop) between the restriction site boundaries.  For the fusion protein 
standards such as RFCs 3, 14, 21, and 23, this is done to allow translation across part 
boundaries.  It could be argued that all CDS parts should be made without a start or stop 
codon and designed in frame with the restriction site boundaries.  In such a scheme, one 
would always combine the part with specific RBS parts, start codon parts, and stop codon 
parts.  In practice, this is rarely done and with good reason:  1) it would result in a lot 
more assembly to generate a composition with the added number of parts, 2) It would 
fuse additional sequence to the N and C terminus of the proteins that would not be 
tolerated in all instances, 3) It is often valuable to use a native rbs.cds sequence or one 
generated algorithmically without the introduction of a scar in the junction, and 4) Many 
parts are already described with some altered position of the coding sequence wrt the 
flanking restriction sites, including most CDS parts “correctly” designed in the original 
Knight standard.  Flavors presents a means of describing these differences between parts. 
 
5. CDS Flavors 
Rather than beat around the bush, let’s just look at an example.  You want to 
make a His tag part, so a peptide encoding HHHHHH.  There are multiple flavors of the 
part that you could construct, and here are a few: 
 
 
 
So, in an all-protein-fusion design paradigm, all parts would be <part>.  Note that 
the original Knight standard method of describing a coding sequence would be a distinct 
part flavor from a “part!” in that the first A of the start codon lies within the part scar.  In 
a similar usage of the scar as a functional part of the composition, the tilda-style parts are 
an alternative way of separating ribosome binding site and CDS parts that exploits the 
similarity of the BglBrick scar to the Shine-Dalgarno sequence. 
 
New part flavors can be created as needed for new standards.  The list of BglBrick 
flavors described above is a complete representation of the 3’ and 5’ notations that have 
been needed to describe BglBrick coding sequences, though there are more permutations 
possible than described above.  Though this could blow up into an enormous list of 
flavors, I suspect that in practice the ones we’ve already identified could represent most 
parts that anyone would want to make.  From a software perspective, it would likely not 
be limiting to describe flavors simply as an enumeration of the different known types. 
 
6. What flavors aren’t 
Flavors deal with grammar, not biochemical properties.  So, it is not a concept 
that should be extrapolated to other “familial” relationships between parts.  Those should 
be handled with some other concept.  For example, two rbs.part! flavored parts that have 
different ribosome binding sites are different parts and are highly related to one another 
in the sense that they only differ by the strength of the ribosome binding site.  However, 
from a grammatical perspective they are identical.  Similarly, two <part> flavors that 
differ from one another by a silent mutation or missense mutation are grammatically 
equivalent, but in some other way distinct.  So, they obey the same grammar and are the 
same flavor. 
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